Reverse Guardrail Sprayer

Description
The Reverse Guardrail Sprayer innovation allows workers to reach over guardrails and spray back towards the road eliminating erosion from over spray. It also helps remove weeds from hard to get areas.

Benefit
This innovation saves time and money because it kills all the weeds in hard to reach places, prevents workers from having to weed eat them, and prevents erosion. It simplifies work because it can be done in one pass and nothing gets missed. It improves safety because we are spraying towards the road and there is no over spray going down the embankments causing erosion and creating ditches for mowing. It also keeps employees safe in a vehicles and not out on the right of way weed eating.

Materials and Labor
Total material costs come out to be $75 and around 1 hour of installing.

For More Information Contact:
Matthew D. Brune at Matthew.Brune@modot.mo.gov or (573) 619-5766. Additional contacts: Micah Lasley, Jason Lackman and Ron Rothove.

Additional information, photos or videos can be seen by accessing Innovations Challenge SharePoint page at: http://sharepoint/systemdelivery/TP/Documents/InnovationsChallenge.aspx